This paper establishes a general framework for metric scaling of any distance measure between individuals based on a rectangular individuals-by-variables data matrix. The method allows visualization of both individuals and variables as well as preserving all the good properties of principal axis methods such as principal components and correspondence analysis, based on the singular-value decomposition, including the decomposition of variance into components along principal axes which provide the numerical diagnostics known as contributions. The idea is inspired from the chi-square distance in correspondence analysis which weights each coordinate by an amount calculated from the margins of the data table. In weighted metric multidimensional scaling (WMDS) we allow these weights to be unknown parameters which are estimated from the data to maximize the fit to the original distances.
Introduction
We are concerned here with methods that transform a rectangular data matrix into a graphical representation of the rows (usually individuals, or subjects) and columns (usually variables, or objects) . A typical example of a visualization is the biplot (Gabriel, 1971; Gower & Hand, 1996) in which a distance approximation is achieved with respect to the individuals, while the variables are depicted by arrows defining biplot axes allowing estimation of the original data values.
An example is shown in Figure 1 , where data on 12 countries and five variables on different scales are mapped to a biplot where (squared) distances between countries are standardized Euclidean distances of the form: In general we can define the weighted Euclidean (squared) distance:
where D w contains weights w k , to be determined by a process still to be described.
In several contexts, the practitioner is more interested in distance measures which are nonEuclidean. A good example of this is in ecological studies where the data are species-abundances at different sites where equal area-or volume-sampling has been conducted. In this case, ecologists almost always prefer the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity measure, since it has an immediate and simple interpretation, with values from 0 (exactly the same species composition) to 100 (no species in common at all). The Bray-Curtis index d ij between samples i and j with species abundances denoted by {n ik } and {n jk } is defined as follows: Such a dissimilarity measure is simple to understand, but non-Euclidean (see Gower & Legendre, 1986) . Often nonmetric MDS is used to analyse these indices (see, for example, Field, Warwick & Clarke, 1982) , but our interest here is in metric MDS since there are many relevant spin-offs in the classical metric approach, most importantly the natural biplot framework thanks to the singular value decomposition, as well as the convenient breakdown of variance across principal axes of both the rows and columns which provide useful numerical diagnostics in the interpretation and evaluation of the results. The idea will be to approximate the distances of choice, however they are defined, by a weighted Euclidean distance. The weights estimated in this process will be those that are inherently assigned to the variables by the chosen distance function.
In Section 2 we shall summarize the classical MDS framework with weights. Then in Section 3 we describe how any distance measure between individuals can be approximated by a weighted Euclidean metric. In Section 4 we give some examples of this approach and conclude with a discussion in Section 5. 
Weighted Multidimensional Scaling
Our main interest is in weighting the variables in the definition of distances between the individuals, but exactly the same technology allows weighting of the individuals as well to differentiate their effect on determining the eventual solution space. Since the weighting of the individuals serves a different purpose from the weighting of the variables, we shall use the terms mass for an individual and weight for a variable (in correspondence analysis the term mass is used exactly in the sense used here). Both individual masses and variable weights will be included in our description that follows. This description is essentially that of the geometric definition of correspondence analysis (see Greenacre, 1984 , chapter 2), the only difference being that the weights on the variables are unknown, to be determined, and not prescribed. In(*,*) stands for the inertia, in this case the inertia of the difference between the original and approximated matrices. The total inertia, which is being decomposed or "explained" by the solution, is equal to I(Y).
As is well-known (see, for example, Greenacre, 1984, Appendix) , the solution can be obtained neatly using the generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) of the matrix Y.
Computationally, using an ordinary SVD algorithm, the steps in finding the solution are to first preprocess the matrix Y by pre-and post-multiplying by the square roots of the weighting matrices, then calculate the SVD and then post-process the solution using the inverse transformation to obtain principal and standard coordinates. The steps are summarized as follows:
3. Principal coordinates of rows:
4. Standard coordinates of columns:
The columns (variables) are conventionally depicted by arrows and the rows (individuals) by points.
A two-dimensional solution, say, would use the first two columns of F and G. The total inertia is the sum of squares of the singular values α 1 2 +α 2 2 +… , the inertia accounted for in two-dimensional solution is the sum of the first two terms α 1 2 +α 2 2 while the inertia not accounted for (formula (4)) is the remainder of the sum: α 3 2 +α 4 2 +… . Apart from this simple decomposition of the variance in the data matrix, there is another benefit of the least-squares approach via the SVD, namely a further breakdown of inertia for each point along each principal axis. Since this decomposition applies to points in principal coordinates, we show it for the row points in Euclidean distance based on (unknown) weights in the vector w. The problem is then to find the weights which give the best fit to the observed dissimilarities, either minimizing fit to distances (least-squares scaling, or LSS) or to squared distances (least-squares squared scaling, or LSSS). As always it is easier to fit to squared distances, which is the approach we take here. Thus the objective function is:
Ignoring for the moment the non-negativity restriction on w, the problem can be solved by leastsquares regression without a constant as follows:
• Define δ δ δ δ = vec(δ ij 2 ) as the ½n(n-1) vector of given squared distances, that is the half-triangle of distances strung out as a vector.
• Define X = [(x ik -x jk ) 2 ] as the ½n(n-1)×m matrix of squared differences between the values of a variable, for each pair of individuals.
• Fit the multiple regression model δ δ δ δ = Xw + e which has least-squares solution w = (X T X)
In our experience it frequently occurs that the weights calculated without constraints turn out to be positive. However, when this is not the case, minimisation has to be performed with constraints:
This is a quadratic programming problem (see, for example, Bartels, Golub & Saunders, 1970) which can be solved with standard software, for example function nlregb in S-PLUS (1999) -see also www.numerical.rl.ac.uk/qp/qp.html.
In the regression described above the masses assigned to the individuals can be taken into account by performing weighted least-squares regression, with the weights assigned to each (i,j)-th element equal to the product r i r j of the corresponding masses. That is, define the ½n(n-1)×½n(n-1) diagonal matrix D rr with these products down the diagonal and then minimize the quadratic form
, which in the unconstrained case gives solution w = (X
The goodness of fit of the weighted Euclidean distances to the original distances can be measured by the usual coefficient of determination R 2 . Our visualization of the original data matrix passes through two stages of approximation, first the fitting of the distances by estimating the variable weights, and second the matrix approximation of the GSVD to give the graphical display of the weighted Euclidean distances and the associated biplot vectors for the variables.
Application: Bhattacharyya (arc cos) distance
This research was originally inspired by an article in the Catalan statistical journal Qüestiio by Vives & Villaroya (1996) , who apply Intrinsic Data Analysis (Rios, Villaroya & Oller, 1994) to visualize in the form of a biplot a compositional data matrix, specifically the composition in each of the 41 Catalan counties (comarques) of eight different professional groups (the full table is given in the appendix). This analysis is based on the Bhattacharyya distance between counties:
where the function arc cos is the inverse cosine. The same authors report that their results are almost identical to those of correspondence analysis. Applying weighted MDS to the same data the weights are estimated to be the following for the eight professional groups: It is interesting to see that the variable "ForArm" (forces armades in Catalan, i.e. armed forces) receives much higher weight than the others, very similar to the situation in CA where it is weighted highly because of very low relative frequency and thus low variance. The arc cos distance inherently weights this variable highly as well even though this is not at all obvious from its definition in (10).
Weights estimated by fitting to Bhattacharyya distances
The fit of the weighted Euclidean distances to the arc cos distances is excellent: sum-of-squared distances, SSD = 9.570, with sum-of-squares due to regression, SSR = 9.327 (97.5%) and sum-ofsquares due to error, SSE = 0.243 (2.5%).
In Figure 3 we see the form biplot of the results. The form biplot scales the rows (counties) in principal coordinates so that we can interpret the inter-row distances, and the columns (professional categories) in standard coordinates. Projecting the rows onto the biplot axes defined by the column vectors will give an approximation to the original percentages in the data matrix. The alternative is to plot the results as a covariance biplot where the rows are in standard coordinates and the columns are in principal coordinates, in which case the covariance structure amongst the columns is displayed.
Finally, in Table 2 we have the contributions to inertia that are the spin-off of our approach -we show the contributions for the column points. The columns of Table 1 
